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Abstract— In recent years, understanding the people behind
cybercrime from a hacker-centric perspective has drawn
increased attention. Preliminary exploration in online hacker
social dynamics has found that hackers extensively exchange
information with others in online communities, including
vulnerabilities, stolen data, etc. However, there is a lack of
research that explores automated identification and
characterization of expert hackers within online communities. In
this research, we identify expert hackers and characterize their
specialties by devising a scalable and generalizable framework
leveraging two categories of features to analyze hacker forum
content. The framework encompasses text analytics for key
hacker identification and analysis. In the Text Analytics module,
we employ an interaction coherence analysis (ICA) framework,
to extract interactions among the users in hacker communities as
topological feature. In Expert Identification & Analysis, we
characterize each hacker with content features extracted with
lexicon matching and structural features from the ICA
component. Results reveal an interaction network and contentbased clustering of key actors within the studied hacker
community. Our project contributes to both social media
analytics and cybersecurity research as we provide a complete
analytical framework to analyze the key hackers from both an
interaction network perspective and discussion content
perspective. This framework can benefit cybersecurity
researchers and practitioners by offering an inclusive angle for
analyzing hacker social dynamics.
Keywords—cybersecurity; expert hacker;
analytics; hacker forum; user generated content
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I. INTRODUCTION
While extant research has advanced preventive measures
against cyber attacks, the security threat against information
technologies remains problematic (Zhao et al. 2012, Lu et al.
2010). In recent years, understanding the people behind
cybercrime from a hacker centric perspective has drawn
increased attention. An increasing body of research has started
to explore the social dynamics among the hackers (Benjamin &
Chen 2012; 2013; Holt et al. 2012). “Identify,” followed by
“Protect,” “Detect,” “Respond,” and “Recover” is the first
function of cybersecurity activities defined by the government
in “Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure
Cybersecurity.” Preliminary exploration in online hacker social

dynamics has found that hackers extensively exchange
information with others in hacker communities, including
vulnerabilities, stolen data, etc. (Jordan & Taylor 1998). In
(Wang et al. 2012), number of vulnerabilities disseminated in
hacker communities were proven positively correlated to cyber
attacks in real life. In (Holt 2012, 2010), malwares and stolen
personal information were being sold in hacker communities.
Further research suggests that such hacker community is a
meritocracy (Holt et al. 2012). It is composed of a wide range
of skill levels and proficiency among community participants,
from expert hackers to newcomers wishing to learn more.
Skilled hackers played a vital role in hacker meritocratic
hierarchy by coaching less skilled members, disseminating
vulnerabilities, selling malwares and stolen credentials, etc.
(Benjamin et al. 2012) On the other hand, new hacker
community members gain knowledge from skilled hackers and
then cultivate their own specialties. Some are specialized in
exploiting vulnerabilities; some focus on writing malwares;
some dedicate to scraping financial credentials and cashing
them; some manipulates botnets to conduct DDoS attacks; etc.
Key actors, especially expert hackers, within hacker
communities are of great interest to cybersecurity researchers
and practitioners. Holt et al. (2012) studied key hackers to
understand the hacker social network. Lu et al. (2010)
examined key hackers and their involvement to understand
hacker team organization structures. Zhang et al. (2013)
investigated the reputation of key hackers to uncover the
factors affecting their “survival” in hacker communities.
However, as much as expert hackers within hacker
communities are critical to understanding hacker social
dynamics, there lacks research that automatically identifies
expert hackers and characterizes them in terms of their
specialties to improve our understanding about hacker
communities. We propose an automated framework to identify
expert hackers and their specialties by performing descriptive
analytics. As web forums are a major platform used by hacker
communities (Holt 2012), we apply our framework primarily
to hacker forum content. To this end, this paper presents a case
study on an American hacker forum to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our framework. Nonetheless, our framework
can be applied to other hacker forums as well.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
To theoretically support our framework and identify
research gaps, we review three streams of literature: (1) prior
hacker community studies to better understand the context for
our research; (2) key hacker identification literature to
demonstrate the past approaches; (3) user-generated content
(UGC) features as analyzing hacker forum contents requires
full understanding about available text feature representations.
A. Hacker Community
Hacker communities are a meritocracy where participants
are stratified into high-skilled hackers and low-skilled ones
(Holt 2013, Jordan & Taylor 1998). Moreover, it has been
indicated that hackers operate in a collegial manner that they
share information, exchange tools, and even values and goals
with each other, through which they gain their reputation and
demonstrate expertise. Zhang (2013) did survival analysis
using Cox model and found that in order to earn reputation
users reply with more detailed posts. Such exchange of
information and tools in hacker community reduces the
technical requirement of conducting an attack because skilled
hackers significantly profit from sharing malwares with less
skilled ones who can ultimately complete the attack (Chu
2010).
Many studies have looked into hacker interactions. Hacker
social networks demonstrate the unique characteristics of
hacker interaction, which is distinct from general social
networks. Research indicates that hacker communities operate
within “loose” social network, which enables the exchange of
information and tools. (Holt 2007) Holt (2012) investigated the
social network of multiple Russian hacker group members
connected to forums that sells malwares and dumps and found
that hacker communities are well connected and that a small
proportion of hackers are experts while a substantive
proportion of hackers are not as knowledgeable. Motoyama
(2011) studied the network structure across six hacker forums
and found that a number of hackers present in more than just
one forums and that 70% of the users accounted for 70%
interactions in the forum, which is in contrast to the “long tail”
phenomenon in other social network suggesting the members
in hacker forums are quite stable. Lu (2010) conducted social
network analysis jointly with text mining techniques on
Shadowcrew dataset finding that Shadowcrew hacker network
is decentralized with several influential leaders and that each
members in the network takes different roles: administrators,
moderators, reviewers, vendors, and general members.
B. Key Hackers
An increasing body of research has been investigating key
actors in hacker communities. We review them to identify
research gaps and guide our research design. Many studies
have been identifying key actors in hacker communities from a
variety of perspectives: hacker reputation, social network, team
organization, etc. Benjamin & Chen (2012) identified key
hackers having higher predicted reputation scores. To
investigate the factor leading hacker to leave the hacker
communities, Zhang et al. (2013) identified high reputation
actors in a hack forum and conducted survival analysis. To
examine hacker social networks and social dynamics, Holt et

al. (2012) identified highly skilled hackers centrally located in
friendship network; Zhao et al. (2012) identified key users with
higher influence, relevance, and activeness. To examine the
characteristics of hacker team organization structure, Lu et al.
(2010) identified leaders and their involvement in sub-groups.
A range of data sources have been used in prior research
investigating key actors in hacker communities, among which
hacker forum data and social networking site data are the most
prevalent. Hacker forum data is more commonly used data
source for studies investigating key actors in hacker
communities. Benjamin & Chen (2012) established their
hacker reputation research on one US based hacker forum and
a Chinese hacker forum containing 723,555 posts. Zhang et al.
(2012) also conducted survival analysis over a hacker forum
hosting 127,628 posts. Zhao et al. (2012) crawled 4 gigabytes
of data from Livejournal.com, a Russian-based forum. Social
network site data has also been used to build hacker social
network in order to identify key hackers. Holt et al. (2012)
extracted a sample of 336 accounts associated with hackers
from a Russian social networking site.
Two categories of approaches have been taken to identify
key actors in hacker communities: social network-based
approach and key metrics-based approach. Social networkbased approach constructs a social network over the hacker
community first, and then focuses on hackers with significant
network centrality values, for instance, degree centrality,
eigenvector centrality, Pagerank, etc. (Lu et al. 2010) Hackers
with higher centrality values are considered as key actors in
hacker communities. Key metrics-based approach calculates
key metrics for each actor in the hacker community, for
instance, hacker reputation (Benjamin & Chen 2012), influence
index, relevance index, activeness index (Zhao et al.
2012).Then hackers are ranked based on their key metric
values. Hackers with higher key metrics values are considered
as key actors in hacker communities.
In social network-based approach, a social network is
constructed first. Holt et al. (2012) constructed hacker social
network by extracting relationships among accounts
maintained by hackers from a Russian social networking site.
Zhang et al. (2013) constructed hacker social network by
making an assumption that all hackers in the same thread are
connected. Interestingly, Lu et al. (2010) build a hacker
network from 115 text-based cyber criminal reports from
traditional media, for instance, USA Today, The New York
Times, etc. Text mining techniques such as Named Entity
Recognition are then applied to bridge connections between
hackers mentioned in the reports. Then key hackers are
identified as those with higher social network metrics.
Betweenness centrality, Closeness centrality, Degree centrality,
Eigenvector centrality are commonly used in social networkbased approach to identify key actors in hacker communities
(Zhang et al. 2013, Holt 2012, Lu et al. 2010).
In key metrics-based approach, a conceptual model is built
upon on of the important aspect abstracting the characteristics
in hacker communities. Based on control theory, Benjamin &
Chen (2013) designed a regression-based reputation model
encompassing discussion quality features and community
involvement features. Zhao et al. (2012) devised Online

Underground Social Dynamics Model to depict the relationship
between users, groups, posts, etc. Then, key metrics are
derived for each actors in hacker communities based on the
content they had generated. Key hackers are those ranked
higher on newly defined metrics. In hacker reputation
predictive model, Benjamin & Chen (2013) derived the
reputation score to uncover influential actors in hacker
communities. In Online Underground Social Dynamics Model,
Zhao et al. (2012) proposed three indices to represent the
importance of a user in hacker communities, for instance, user
influence index, user relevance index, and user activeness
index.
C. Features for User-generated Data Analysis
User-generated Content (UGC) differs from traditional
communication content in terms of richness, information
composition, linguistic attributes. Systemic Functional
Linguistic Theory (SFLT) has been used in prior research as a
theoretical framework for analyzing UGC (Abbasi & Chen
2008). According to SFLT, language has three meta-functions:
ideational, interpersonal, and textual (Halliday et al. 2004).
Ideational meta-function conveys the meaningful ideas of
people; Interpersonal meta-function represents the exchange of
idea between people; Textual meta-function indicates the
linguistic organizations through
which
ideas are
communicated.
These functions can be presented by two categories of
features: content and topology (Chau et al. 2012; Abbasi &
Chen 2008; Fu et al. 2012). Content features represent the
ideational meta-function and textual meta-function. They
include topics, events, opinions, emotions, styles, genres, etc.
(Abbasi et al. 2008). Topology features depict the interpersonal
meta-function. They reflect interaction information entailed in
language. Prior studies on hacker communities have exploited
these two categories of features. Holt et al. (2012b) made use
of existing social topology from a social network site; Zhang et
al. (2013) extract interactions from forum threads based on
heuristics; Lu et al. (2010) manually constructed interactions
from criminal reports. In terms of using content features, Holt
(2012a) manually coded the post content and categorized them
into different topics; Holt et al. (2013) analyzed black market
forum thread to understand hacker organizations. However,
limited research has leveraged both content features and
topology features systematically to study hacker communities.
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III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Prior studies in expert hacker analysis have emphasized
both the impact of key actors (Holt et al 2012) and the
importance of identifying them from hacker communities
(Benjamin et al, 2012). Either content features or topological
features have been used in exploring hacker communities.
However, little research has sought to characterize these key
actors and to identify individual expertise and roles held within
their communities. In addition, although content features and
topological features have been widely used, there lacks
research employing both features comprehend hacker forums.
Thus, we are motivated to pursue research on characterizing
the expertise and types of different key actors within hacker
forums using content features to analyze participant forum
contributions, and, topological features to understand
community structure.
In particular, this study seeks to answer the following
research questions:
• Who are the expert hackers in online communities?
• What are their key characteristics and specialties?
• How effectively can descriptive analytics using content
and topology features be leveraged for these questions?
IV. RESEARCH DESIGN
Figure 1 depicts our research framework. It contains two
parts: text analytics to extract both content features and
topological features; and, expert identification and analysis to
perform descriptive analytics on identified features.
In Text Analytics, we aim to extract topological feature and
content features through Interaction Coherence Analysis and
Content Feature Extraction respectively.
In Expert Identification and Analysis, we jointly leverage
topology and content features to identify expert hackers and
characterize their specialties. More specifically, we rely on four
categories of expert features: topology, cybercriminal assets,
specialty lexicon, and forum involvement. The topology
feature is derived using Interaction Coherence Analysis, while
the rest are content features derived via content feature
extraction. We perform descriptive analytics to characterize
hacker specialties based on their content features and identify
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Fig. 1. Proposed Framework for Analyzing Hacker Forums
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interactions among them based on topological features.
A. Content Feature Extraction
According to hacker criminology research performed by
Holt and others, only a small percentage of hacker forum
community members are really experts. These are the people
we care about. Content-based cues for expertise include forum
reputation scores, use of code attachments, technical
knowledge/proficiency expressed through messages, message
signatures highlighting skills/training, illicit products for sale,
black market reputation/status, etc. In Content Feature
Extraction, we extract content features primarily using Lexical
Matching techniques. In particular, for specialty lexicons, three
dictionaries covering hacker, technical, and black marketrelated lexicons were devised by a cyber security expert. We
extract the mentions of lexicons within the dictionaries for each
user and count the frequencies for each lexicon.
We identify three categories of features: Cybercriminal
Assets, Specialty Lexicons, and Forum Involvement. Referring
to prior literature, we choose the content features using a
lexicon matching technique. By matching three categories of
lexicons, we represent the user in terms of their lexicon usage
distribution. Aligned with prior literatures (Abbasi & Chen
2007; 2008), we also include structural features measuring
user’s forum involvement and thread features (e.g. attachment
or source code).
1) Cybercriminal Assets: Hackers often share hacking
tools, malware binaries, source code, etc. with one another.
Hackers that contribute such assets more often may possess
greater abilities and expertise (Holt et al, 2012). Cybercriminal
Assets often take form of attachments and embedded source
code, we measure the appearances of these two for each user
(Benjamin & Chen, 2012).
2) Specialty Lexicons: Hacker-specific terminology and
jargon. Increased usage may signify knowledge (Zhuge et al,
20098; Radianti et al, 2009). Our cybersecurity expert
designed three dictionaries to capture hacker specific
terminology: general hacker dictionary, technical jargon
dictionary, and black market dictionary.
3) Forum Involvement: Participation in forum activities
(Radianti, 2010). We employed commonly used measures: #
started threads, # involved threads, # posts, and seniority
(Motoyama et al, 2011)
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Fig. 2. The Interaction Modeling Framework (IMF) for Interaction
Coherence Analysis

B. Interaction Coherence Analysis
Constructing accurate interaction networks from web
forums is non-trivial, yet essential, to avoid having erroneous
social networks with meaningless centrality measures and
incorrect actor role/significance attributions. Prior interaction
identification techniques employs manually crafted heuristics
(Zhang et al. 2013). Interactional coherence analysis (ICA)
techniques aim to correctly determine “reply-to” interactions
by means of text mining in various communication modes
(Abbasi & Chen 2007; Herring 1999; Honeycutt & Herring
2009). In ICA, we extract topological features from the
interpersonal meta-function of language in User-generated
Content using Interaction Modeling Framework (IMF), a novel
machine learning application that we proposed in (Li et al.
2014). Figure 2 shows the proposed interaction modeling
framework (IMF). IMF encompasses two important
constituents: a set of text-based and context-based interaction
cues coupled with an optimized decision tree classification
model for ICA (called DT-ICA). The IMF interaction cue set
TABLE I.
F EATURE

ICA FEATURE SET
E XPLANATION

Content-based Features

Lexical
Relation
Hypernym
Augmentation
Direct
Address

The lexical similarities between the message pair

Quotation
Temporal
Distance
Length
Difference
Speaker

Whether message y quoted message x
The time interval between the message pair

The similarity based on the overlapping of hypernyms of
nouns between the message pair
The possibility of message y mentioning speaker of x
Context-based Features

Positional
Preference
Turn
Proximity
First Message
Conversation
Likelihood

The length difference between the message pair
How active are the two speakers within the thread. 4
features: including both temporal and turn based attributes
and both recent window and overall measures
Derived from rule-based residual match in [7], dedicated
to bridging messages that have preferred relative positions
Turn difference between two messages.
Whether one of the message is the first message
Whether these two speakers are likely conversing in the
thread. Given speakers A and B, two variables: average
p(A|B) and p(B|A) for each window of length 3 following
each message instance of A or B in thread.

encompasses content and context cues which include several
important attributes (Table 1).
In training the supervised learning model, we employed a
genetic algorithm to optimize the decision classifier parameters
to avoid overfitting. In window filtering, we incorporated turn
proximity insight, which is an empirical finding which suggests
that most messages respond to either (1) the first message in
the thread, (2) the prior message, or (3) some other message
within a short turn proximity window. In confidence score
matching, we incorporated confidence insight, which suggests
that the majority of true positives occur when the confidence
scores are either the highest or second highest.

C. Expert Identification and Analysis
Work in expert identification and analysis aims to
investigate ideational and textual meta-function of language in
hacker forum in order to generate content features, and, to
conduct further analysis in combination with topological
features. Hacker community members have shown great
specialization and maturity in their specialties and focuses
(Moore 2010). To profile hackers into categories based on their
specialties and focuses, we perform clustering algorithm over
content expert features extracted from text analytics.
We then apply the X-means algorithm (Jain 2010; Pelleg et
al. 2000) to the clustering task for the following reasons: (1)
We have no prior knowledge about how many clusters exist in
hacker forum; (2) X-means algorithm determines the number
of clusters by means of optimizing the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) of the clustering result; and, (3) It is an
extension of the widely used K-means algorithm.
On the output of X-means clustering, we analyze each
cluster’s centroid values using paired t-tests. We build
descriptive profile/persona for each cluster and provide
profiling for cluster exemplars. We then incorporate the
clustering result as content features with ICA result as
topological features to jointly demonstrate the composition of
hacker forum from a social network perspective.
In synthetic visualization, we visualize the interaction
network among key hackers by incorporating both content
features and topological features. Such visualization provides
us with different perspective from numerical data that enables
us to embrace more insights.
V. CASE STUDY
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our analytical
framework, we perform our framework on ic0de.org, an
American hacker forum consisting of 4,576 users. Discussions
in this forum involve programming techniques, vulnerability
sharing, malware exchange, etc. It is a middle-scale, typical
hacker forum that is suitable for our research framework.
We first evaluate text analytics. The Interaction Coherence
Analysis component is evaluated to show how correctly it
determines the reply-to relationship between message pairs.
Independent annotators were used to develop gold-standard
interaction test beds from these four web forums. We sampled
41,223 message pairs with 1,953 positive cases and 39,270
negative cases reflecting the true distribution of positive cases
in raw data. The inter-annotator coding reliability, Cohen’s
Kappa with linear weighting of raters is 0.837, suggesting
almost perfect agreement.
A. Text Analytics
The Interaction Coherence Analysis component, IMF, was
evaluated against four comparison methods: Hybrid Interaction
Coherence approach (Fu et al. 2008) and three rule-based
methods. The rule-based methods were reply-to-previous (RB1), reply-to-first (RB-2), and reply-to-all (RB-3). Both IMF and
HIC require training for model development and/or parameter
tuning. These methods were hence run using 5-fold cross
validation.

Standard evaluation metrics were incorporated, including
class-level precision, recall, and f-measure. Reply-to recall is
computed as the percentage of total reply-to relations that were
correctly identified as such. Reply-to precision is the
percentage of all reply-to classifications that are actually replyto relations. The f-measure (F1) is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall.
Table 2 summarizes the evaluation result. IMF had the
highest f-measures for the no reply-to relation category with
higher precision and recall than the best comparison methods
for most data sets. It also attained the highest reply-to fmeasures outperforming the best comparison methods by 5%.
Collectively, the result underscores the importance of
incorporating a broad set of interaction cues coupled with
supervised learning algorithm capable of learning forumspecific idiosyncrasies.
B. Expert Identification and Analysis
Having content and topological feature given by lexicon
matching and ICA component, we continue to identify and
TABLE II.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR THE INTERACTION
COHERENCE ANALYSIS COMPONENT

Class Reply-To
Precision

Recall

61.21%

58.83%

60.00%

RB1 56.37%

55.50%

RB2 29.52%
RB3
HIC

IMF

Class No Reply-To

F-Measure Precision

Recall

F-Measure

97.96%

98.15%

98.05%

55.93%

97.79%

97.87%

97.83%

28.93%

29.22%

96.47%

96.57%

96.52%

4.74%

100.00%

9.05%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

10.71%

13.07%

11.77%

95.60%

94.55%

95.07%

analyze expert hacker specialties using descriptive analytics.
As mentioned in research design, each user is represented by
three categories of features based on content: cybercriminal
assets, specialty lexicons, and forum involvement.
Cybercriminal assets features were generated by counting the
appearance of source codes and attachments; For specialty
lexicons, our cyber security expert came up with three
specialty dictionaries. We use exact lexicon match to extract
the frequency of each specialty mentions in users’ posts as
content features; Forum involvement features were extracted
by counting the appearance of attachment, source code, thread,
and post, and days the users has spent in the community, etc.
We then clustered the users in with X-means clustering. We
preprocessed the features with normalization. This is because
X-means clustering algorithm is a distance-based clustering
algorithm. Without normalization, features with larger scales
would bear more weight than others illegally, thus skewing the
clustering result to a subset of the features. As previously
alluded to, X-means uses the Bayesian information coefficient
to identify the ideal number of clusters (Pelleg and Moore
2000). In our case, this resulted in 4 distinct clusters. We then
used paired t-tests to identify variables signifying important
characteristics of each cluster. These variables were the basis
for cluster persona-building.

TABLE III.
Category
Cybercri
minal
Assets
Specialty
Lexicons

Forum
Involvem
ent

CLUSTER ANALYSIS SHOWING CENTROID VALUES FOR KEY
VARIABLES

Variable
Attachment
Embedded
Code
Black
Market
Technical
Hackerrelated
Start
Threads
Num.
Threads
Num. Posts
Seniority
a.

2.
Founding
Member
(1%)

3.
Technical
Enthusiast
(12%)
4.
Average
Users
(86%)

Cluster 2
0.155
0.369

Cluster 3
0.012
2.169***

Cluster 4
-0.007
-0.302

-0.010

-0.110

-0.088

0.116

1.538***

-0.213

0.000

1.068

-0.157

9.156**

-0.084

-0.063

-0.169

9.596***

-0.155

-0.056

-0.172
-0.175

9.484**
1.405***

-0.159
-0.383

-0.055
0.044

++

-0.502
9.295***
++

-0.357
0.660
++

-0.153

Fig. 3. Distribution comparison of black–market lexicons between black
market activist and the rest.

*Significantly higher than all other clusters; + significantly lower than all other clusters

TABLE IV.
Cluster
1. Black
market
Activist
(1%)

Cluster 1
0.339

SUMMARY OF KEY USER GROUPS WITHIN IC0DE FORUM

Description
This cluster was composed of users that had
high probability of mentioning black market
keywords. They involve in the discussion in
order to seek opportunities to exchange
malicious products and/or services. This
group of people were usually only interested
in black market business, and thus had less
overall forum involvement.
This cluster consisted of founding members
of the forum who became a member at earlier
stage of the community and actively involved
in the discussion of all kind. They started
more posts and replied to more threads than
other people.
This cluster consisted of technical gurus who
constantly embedded code in their
discussions and had high probability of
mentioning technical keywords.
This cluster consisted of users that are the
most common. Unlike the groups of people
mentioned above, they were less involved in
thread discussions, they barely demonstrated
technical knowledge, and they were not
interested in exchanging malicious
products/services.

Characteristics
Source Code:
↓Embedded Code
Specialty
Lexicons:
↑Black Market

Forum
Involvement:
↑Start Threads;
↑Num. Threads;
↑Num. Posts;
↑Seniority
Source Code:
↑Embedded Code
Specialty
Lexicons:
↑Technical
Forum
Involvement:
↓Num. Threads;
↓Num. Posts;

Four types of hacker forums users have been identified
using the cluster analysis. Based on the significance of the
centroid/mean values in Table 3, we interpret them as: black
market activists, founding members, technical enthusiasts, and
average users. We summarize them in Table 4, and further
illustrate their differences on specialty features in Figure 3-5.
With synthetic visualization, we were able to discover
some insights by combining both topological features and
content features. Expert hackers were determined by their
importance in the interaction network. For this study, degree
centrality is taken as an indicator of the importance because
expert hackers tend to help more people due to their capability

Fig. 4. Distribution comparison of seniority between founding members and
the rest.

Fig. 5. Distribution comparison of embedded codes between technical
enthusiast and the rest.

implying high frequency of interactions. Figure 6 depicts the
interactions among key actors in the hacker community with
each actor color coded by its specialty on the community level,
while Figure 7 shows the interactions among actors with
different specialties within a thread. As illustrated in Figure 6,
founding members can be found as the core of the hacker
interaction network with black market activist and technical
enthusiast frequently interacting with them. Average users are
out to be less involved in the core part of the interaction
network described above, which can be explained by the
meritocracy nature of hacker communities. Further, we traced

Forum User: E**
Category: Technical Enthusiast

Fig. 6. Interactions among blackmarket activists, founding members, and
technical enthusiasts in icode forum with each user color-coded indicating
their corresponding cluster and size of the node indicating the degree of the
user. Interestingly, more active average users engage with each other more.

Fig. 8. Example thread of a technical enthusiast, Edi, who shared his C++
source code in the thread
Forum User: s******120
Category: Founding Member

Fig. 9. Example thread of a founding member, steve10120, who shared
programming techniques with others

Fig. 7. Interactions among blackmarket activists, founding members, and
technical enthusiasts in one sample thread with each user color-coded
indicating their corresponding. Most of the participants are average users
while they interact heavily with a technical enthusiast. We can also
identified a blackmarket activist and a founding member involved in the
thread discussion.

back to the threads of key actors we have identified to confirm
our findings and we illustrate each of their representative
threads in Figure 8-10.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we identified expert hackers and
characterized their specialties by devising a scalable and
generalizable framework leveraging two categories of features
to analyze hacker forum content. The framework contains two
parts: text analytics and key hacker identification and analysis.
In text analytics, we employed a state-of-art ICA framework,
IMF, to extract interactions among the users in hacker
communities as topological feature. A lexicon matching
technique was used to derive content features. IMF’s superior
performance relative to other methods is largely attributable to
the use of a machine learning method that adopted important
insights about forum interaction dynamics, facilitating
enhanced ICA capabilities. In Expert Identification and
Analysis, we characterized each hacker with content features
extracted with lexicon matching and structural features from

Forum User: s*******6
Category: Blackmarket Enthusiast

Fig. 10. Example thread of a blackmarket enthusiast, synapse45, who asked
about the marketplace service. This group of people are usually only
interested in blackmarket business and thus have less forum involvement.

the ICA component. We represented each user with three
categories of features. Then we performed X-means algorithm
and obtained four clusters of users. The four clusters we
identified were black market activists, founding members,
technical enthusiasts, and average users. The former three
clusters constituted the key actors in hacker communities that
we aimed to capture. Average users were participants that did
not engage the community enough to be considered members
of other clusters. To further characterize different clusters and
their specialties, we provided the centroids for each cluster, and
characterized clusters on features that were significantly
different from other clusters. We provided an interaction
network among the key actors within the ic0de forum and
discovered that founding members played a vital role bridging
technical enthusiasts and black market activists and that there
were extensive interactions among founding members.

Our project contributes to both social media analytics and
cybersecurity research. Based on prior social media literature,
we proposed a social media analytical model that can be
applied to various forms of UGC by analyzing both structural
features and content features. For cybersecurity research, we
provided a complete analytical framework to analyze the key
hackers from both an interaction network perspective and
discussion content perspective. This framework can benefit
cybersecurity researchers and practitioners by offering an
inclusive angle for analyzing hacker social dynamics. Further,
this research can be expanded by introducing more hacker
forums. Interaction Coherence Analysis can be performed to
integrate parallel interaction networks from different hacker
forums. Descriptive analytics results can be compared between
forums to illustrate the commonality and distinctions.
Predictive analytics can also be applied to hacker forums. For
example, motivations of each hacker can be inferred from their
content and topological features. Classification of motivations
could allow us to discriminate white hats from black hats.
Future explorations on expert hackers are needed to improve
our understanding about hacker social dynamics.
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